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Smooth Finish gives Gfp laminating customers a “Smooth Start”
with Online Set-up and Application Videos
Green Lake, WI, October 1, 2012 - Graphic Finishing Partners LLC (Gfp) announces a new
around-the-clock resource for its customers – a website filled with video training, instruction
and professional tips for wide format laminating applications using Gfp laminators. The site,
GfpSmoothStart.com , currently features how-to videos for the Gfp 230C and 255C cold
laminators.
The video series was developed and produced by Don Bahr, graphic finishing expert and
owner of Smooth Finish, as a service to clients that use Gfp laminators. “Service and training
are essential to productive workflow,” says Bahr, whose videos begin with the basics like How
to Unpack and Assemble each unit, Getting Started, Film Loading and Material Alignment,
Film Threading, and Adjusting Tension.
“Because I’ve been in the industry for over 20 years, I can help customers through any
lamination challenges and show them specifically how to save time, reduce waste and get better
results on popular applications,” Bahr adds.
Each video runs just 4 minutes or less and covers key tips for laminating, over-laminating, and
mounting using a variety of materials. As Don performs each operation on video, he explains
the process and how and why it works.
“Feedback about the site has been positive,” says Gfp co-owner, Mitch Noble. “Giving people
access to expert training 24/7 online can provide answers quickly. And it provides convenient
training for new hires as shops grow.”
For more information about GfpSmoothStart.com and Gfp equipment please contact Bob Pryor
at 941-552-6691 bob@gfpartnersllc.com.
About Graphic Finishing Partners LLC (Gfp)
Graphic Finishing Partners LLC (Gfp) opened its doors in 2009 in response to the growing need
for more affordable, yet high quality, print finishing equipment and supplies. Its mission is to
provide finishing shops with the tools they need to produce profitable results while helping
them keep their costs down. Gfp offers lamination equipment and supplies though dealers
nationwide. www.gfpartnersllc.com.

